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CCAS votes to reduce number of GCRs Law, film
Decision will
nearly halve
required courses
by Eric Thibault
Hatchet Staff Writer
Faculty in the Columbian College of Arts and Sciences voted to
cut the school’s General Curriculum Requirements nearly in half
Friday afternoon, a decision that

will significantly alter the course
load for future students in the
University’s largest college.
CCAS students are now required to take 42 to 44 credit hours
in seven different areas of study,
but the revised plan would only
require students to take 24 credits
worth of required courses.
“The reduced number of focused GCR courses have the potential to be of great benefit for
students,” CCAS Dean Peg Barratt
said. “Students will be more free to
follow their passions and to work
with advisers to choose courses
that reflect those passions.”

Sigma Alpha
Mu hopes to
return

Under this plan, GCRs will
comprise 20 percent of a CCAS
student’s career, as opposed to
the current 40 percent – a decrease
that brings GW in line with its
accrediting body’s recommendation. The change will not apply to
students already enrolled in the
school or the class of 2013 during
their first year.
The final proposal did not include specific criteria that students
would have to fulfill. A committee
will be set up within the Columbian College to decide what those
requirements might be and report
back to the faculty in the fall.

“At the moment, it is totally
open to what they will be,” said
Barry Berman, chair of the department of physics. “It is a big reduction from what we’ve had before.”
Berman said that the committee could recommend a requirement of specific courses, courses
in certain areas, or recommend
that new courses be developed.
Faculty members also passed
an amendment Friday that allows
the committee to decide whether
or not the school will have a foreign language requirement.
See GCR, p. B4

PETEFRANCIS

by Lauren French
Hatchet Staff Writer
A former U.S. solicitor general, an Academy Award winner and the U.S. ambassador to
NATO will be among the keynote speakers at
graduation ceremonies for individual schools
this spring.
Most of the schools and colleges will have
an outside or high-profile speaker address the
graduating class – with the exception of the Columbian College of Arts and Sciences.
CCAS, the University’s largest school, will
not feature “any non-CCAS speakers,” CCAS
Dean Peg Barratt wrote in an e-mail. Instead,
the dean, students and faculty are slated to
speak. Last year, U.S. Director of National Intelligence John Michael McConnell spoke to CCAS
graduates.
Michael King, chair of the department of
chemistry and CCAS marshal, said the school
prefers to avoid outside speakers.
"School celebrations were never conceived

by Emily Cahn
Assistant News Editor
Sigma Alpha Mu, an unrecognized fraternity that was kicked off campus 15 years ago,
is on a quest rejoin the official GW Greek-letter
community.
Better known as “Sammy,” the fraternity
was booted out in 1994 due to a risk management and alcohol violation. A group of 25 freshmen restarted the fraternity in 2002 – but current members said that without being an official
part of GW Greek-letter life, the fraternity will
not be able to recruit enough members to sustain itself and will eventually cease to exist.
“The University is just waiting for us to
die off,” said SAM Vice President Steven Herzberg, adding that he does not understand the
University’s reasoning behind keeping them as
an unofficial fraternity. “We are not like APES.
We have a national charter. We are a legit fraternity.”
Because they are an off-campus fraternity,
SAM is unable to partake in rush activities or
actively recruit members by handing out fliers
in residence halls like Thurston.
Dean Harwood, director of Greek-letter life,
said he has been in talks with the fraternity’s
headquarters since the fall about their possible
return to campus, but added he is “not ready to
comment on the ongoing conversation.”
Chas Pressner, president of the Interfraternity Council, said members of the fraternity
have never contacted him for guidance on becoming an official member of the IFC.
“I don’t hear the reports about hazing from
them like [Sigma Alpha Epsilon],” said Pressner,
a sophomore. “Any fraternity that is aligned
with our values deserves a chance and should
be given a fair chance.”
Dan Grossberg, a SAM regional governor,
said members of the fraternity’s headquarters
have begun talks with the University, but that
coming back to campus is sometimes a long
process.
“The guys are a good bunch, I know they’re
working hard and I do know that this is a process with the University,” Grossberg said.
He added, “I don’t think the national fraternity would take the time to be doing what
they’re doing if they didn’t believe in this group
of guys.”
Matt Friedman, a senior and member of the

experts to
address grads

See SPEAKERS, p. B3

Six offices ransacked in
Law School break-in

Viktors Dindzans/assistant photo editor

Pete Francis, former guitarist for the band Dispatch, performed at the Hippodrome Sunday night
at an event called "Reduce, Reuse, Rock out." See full story, page B4.

Metropolitan Police Department officers
are searching for a male suspect who broke into
Building E of the Law School Tuesday and stole
several items and cash from locked offices, according to police reports.
Facilities personnel called the University Police Department shortly after 12 a.m. Wednesday
to report the burglary in the building on 20th
Street between G and H streets, according to
the report. Six offices were ransacked in the two
hours the suspect was in the building, and about
$50 in cash and coins were stolen. UPD Chief Dolores Stafford said it appeared that many items
had been stolen from the area.
Though the MPD report states that office
doors were apparently pried open with a box cutter – later recovered by police – Stafford said the
suspect did not force their way into the building.
“The door was in secured mode and investigators believe that the suspect may have tampered with the door while the building was open
so that it would not close completely after persons,” Stafford wrote in an e-mail.
A fingerprint was lifted from the box cutter
found in the building. Though a video camera
caught most of the break-in, which occurred
shortly after the building closed for the evening,
Stafford said that no staff members recognized
the suspect on the tape.
Stafford said UPD’s investigation is now
closed pending additional evidence or information, but MPD is still investigating.
–Gabrielle Bluestone

See SAMMY, p. B3

A pure solution
Grad wins grant to provide Brita filters, Nalgenes for new residence hall
by Madeleine Morgenstern
Hatchet Staff Writer

Michelle Rattinger/ Hatchet photographer

Josh Lasky will use a grant to purchase Brita filters and Nalgenes for all rooms in 2135 F Street.

Residents of the new 2135 F Street
building can check one thing off their
shopping lists this fall – a water purifier.
Each suite in the new residence
hall will come outfitted with a Brita
pitcher and several replacement
filters due to the efforts of a GW
graduate student who is striving to
raise awareness about bottled water
waste.
Graduate student Josh Lasky recently won $10,000 grant from Brita’s
Filter For Good campaign, which
promotes filtered water and reusable bottles for the sake of the environment. Called “GW Bottle FREEDOrM,” Lasky’s plan is to impact the
habits of 2135 F Street’s residents and
spread awareness to the rest of the
GW community.

Lasky, a Presidential Administrative Fellow in GW’s Office of Sustainability, said he is not looking to
ban water bottles or force students to
make any radical changes.
“I’m an enthusiast, I’m not a fanatic,” said Lasky, who was the SA
executive vice president during the
2006-2007 school year. “I don’t consider myself an environmentalist. I
think ‘sustainability’ is a good term.
It’s about quality of life with an emphasis on ecological balance.”
His first step is to supply pitchers and filters to every 2135 F suite
and provide residents with a reusable Nalgene plastic water bottle to
cut down on their bottled water use.
Lasky hopes that every resident will
volunteer to take the Filter For Good
pledge that says they will reduce their
bottled water use and consumption.
He also hopes to encourage outreach
programs that will collect used filters

and track progress.
Lasky said that he is simply
“greening even further” what is supposed to be the greenest residence
hall on campus.
“After you’re done creating the
building, there are still people living
in it, and their behavior impacts that
building,” Lasky said. He added, “We
want to see real change and be able to
have measurable results,” referring
to the gallons of water or amount of
plastic will be offset by the residence
hall’s commitment.
Nearly 100 students nationwide
applied for the College Eco-Challenge grant, which challenges college
students across the country to come
up with ways to green their campuses. Lasky called his “a humble
project, but I think it makes a lot of
sense.”
Lasky also hopes to secure deals
with the GW Bookstore and nearby

CVS drugstores to increase their supply of replacement filters and Nalgene bottles and to make them available at a discount for students.
Thomas Dwyer, the managing director of Residential Property Management, sees other benefits to the
plan besides the environmental side.
“I think that it’s a financial benefit to the students,” Dwyer said.
“They’re able to utilize city water, using the Brita filter to make it tastier,
and do not need to spend their own
money on bottled water.”
Meghan Chapple-Brown, the director of the Office of Sustainability
who works with Lasky, said that she
is proud of the proposal, calling bottled water “a big issue” in terms of
the carbon footprint it leaves behind.
“We hope that it will set a good
example for other residence halls and
students as they graduate and move
off campus,” she said. 
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Monday
HIGH 65 | LOW 39
THE CONSTITUTION AND THE BIBLE
Hear Dr. Ellery Schempp,
best known for filing a Supreme Court case in 1963
that banned school-sponsored Bible reading in public
schools, discuss the separation of church and state.
7 p.m.
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom
IMMIGRATION LAW ASSOCIATION MOVIE SCREENING
Watch a short film, “Hutto:
America’s Family Prison,” and
participate in a letter-writing campaign to end the detainment of
immigrants and their families.
4 p.m.
Stockton Hall, Room 201

Tuesday
HIGH 48 | LOW 36
PREVENTING GENOCIDE: A BLUEPRINT FOR U.S. POLICYMAKERS
Join Madeleine Albright, former U.S. secretary of state,
to discuss preventing mass
genocides around the globe.
6 p.m.
Harry Harding Auditorium,
1957 E Street

Wednesday
HIGH 52 | LOW 39
CINEMA DRAFTHOUSE: “THE
CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN
BUTTON”
Enjoy food, nonalcoholic
drinks and a cash bar for
those over 21 while watching “The Curious Case of
Benjamin Button” and raising
money for Camp Kesem.
8:30 p.m.
Marvin Center Continental
Ballroom

GW institute
releases game to
aid first responders
GW’s Homeland Security
Policy Institute recently launched
“Zero Hour: America’s Medic,” a
video game that simulates emergency situations, to help emergency medical technicians better
prepared for large-scale crises.
The Department of Homeland Security approved “Zero
Hour” nearly a week ago and 250
people have already signed up to
utilize the software, said Gregg
Lord, director of the National Association of Emergency Medical
Technicians and a senior policy
analyst with HSPI.
HSPI was awarded a $4.8
million grant from the Office of
Homeland Security as part of
a National EMS Preparedness
Initiative, meant to help first responders better navigate disaster
areas like ground zero.
“We asked to do something
a little bit more innovative and
utilize gaming as a methodology
to increase the response rates to
large-scale incidents,” Lord said.
He helped develop the software
along with Virtual Inc., a company that specializes in video game
development.
The video game creates scenarios that grow progressively
more complex and difficult to
control as the game progresses.
Lord said that for now, “Zero
Hour” is an online video game.
Those wishing to play must pay
the $14.95 download fee.
The game is targeted to emergency responders, like paramedics and EMTs, but anyone can
download the program.
–Laura Kasten
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Residence hall
staff apps increase
by 25 percent

Break for Ballet

Aude White/Hatchet photographer

Members of Balance: The GW Ballet Group dance for students from Anthony Hyde Elementary School at St. John's Episcopal Church on Friday.

Balance: The GW Ballet Group performs for elementary school
“ When I grow up, I’m
going to be a ballerina,”
proclaimed a student from
Anthony Hyde Elementary
School Friday morning at
an event featuring members
of Balance: The GW Ballet
Group.
The group performed
abridged versions of “Peter
and the Wolf” and “Hansel and Gretel” Friday for
a group of roughly 50 elementary school students,
all craning their necks to see
over their classmates at St.
John’s Episcopal Church in
Georgetown.
Junior Marcia Newbert
and senior Barbara Grant
choreographed the group’s
performance.

“Children really are our
best audience,” said Newbert, who joked that younger kids tend to enjoy their
shows more than her own
friends.
In addition to the group's
usual campus events, including an annual spring performance scheduled for May
2, Newbert said Balance is
seeking to expand its community outreach through
a philanthropic living and
learning cohort called “To
the Pointe.”
“We feel it’s really important to bring arts into the
community and expose kids
to ballet,” she said.
The project was a perfect
match for Hyde Elementary

principal Dana Nerenberg,
who has been working to
bring an enriching fine arts
program to her school. In
addition to having the GW
group perform, Nerenberg
said Hyde Elementary has
partnered with the Fillmore
Arts Center – a local organization that specializes in arts
education – to create specialized courses encompassing a
breadth of fine arts.
Hyde Elementary’s other
partnerships enable students
to participate in activities
they otherwise would not
be exposed to, such as plays
and performances at the
Kennedy Center, Nerenberg
said.
–Alex Fitzsimmons

GW Housing Programs reported a 25 percent increase in applications for residence hall staff
positions this year – with about
280 graduate students applying
for fewer than 80 house mentor
positions.
Matthew Trainum, the employment director for GW Housing,
said that while the increase may
be due to the economy, application
numbers tend to fluctuate.
“Two years ago, prior to the
current economic downturn, we
had similar application numbers
as we did this year,” Trainum said.
“The house staff job is a demanding
and rewarding position, and most
individuals that pursue it are motivated much more by the idea of
helping their fellow students and
less by the financial incentive.”
House mentors, GW’s version
of a residential assistant, receive
a fixed stipend of $5,500 for the
academic year, a furnished room
and one weekend off per month,
according to information on the
Housing Programs Web site. Applicants must submit a résumé,
cover letter and three references to
be considered for positions.
Josh Bartell, a house mentor
for International House seeking a
master’s degree in higher education, said that despite the perks,
applicants need to be serious about
the job.
“Sure, the room is free, but
you’re committed to at least 20
hours a week, what with staff meetings, office hours in your room,
event planning, doing the bulletin
boards, talking to residents,” Bartell said.
Though house mentors receive
free housing, they do not get tuition assistance, which is offered
for some University jobs.
“It gives you a one-on-one
interaction with students. I get to
immerse myself in student life,”
Bartell said. “It’s been very beneficial. You learn a lot from your
students.”
–Gabrielle Bluestone
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Grad school
applications up
16 percent
by Nathan Grossman
Campus News Editor
Graduate applications continue to rise, with the University reporting an average increase of 16 percent over this
time last year.
Kristin Williams, assistant vice president for Graduate and Special Enrollment Management, said the largest
increases have come from domestic students from outside
the D.C. area and international students, which posted increases of 25 and 17 percent respectively as compared to the
same time last year. In contrast, the number of applications
from students in D.C. area was down by 5.8 percent.
“Locally, there’s a lot of competition,” Williams said.
These numbers were reflected in the School of Business, which has seen a 30 percent increase in the number
of full-time MBA applicants, and a decrease in the professional MBA program, which is part-time. Associate Dean
for Graduate Program Murat Tarimcilar said the part-time
program is aimed at the local market.
Unlike undergraduate admissions, graduate school admissions decisions and deadlines are spread throughout the
year and made at the discretion of the individual departments and programs. The Hatchet reported in January that
applications were up by 7 percent.
Williams said that the number of graduate school acceptances was up 22 percent, but added that the number fluctuates every week and does not necessarily mean GW will
see an increase in the overall number of graduate students.
Many master's and doctoral programs change their number
of acceptances based on what resources are available and
how many students are currently in the program.
Williams said some programs are processing their applicants faster to give students as much time as possible to
make their decisions.
“This year is a little unique and if anything we expect
a smaller percentage of admits will decide to go here,” she
said. “Not everyone is so comfortable with going back to
school. They’re being a little more conservative with commitment.”
Stephen Lorenz, executive assistant to the art therapy
program, said his department planned to double the number of students in its graduate program over the next two
years, after moving from the Mount Vernon Campus to a
new, larger building in Alexandria, Va. The number of applications has increased by less than previous years, however.
“People are very excited about the new building,” Lorenz
said. “I think that is counteracting the down economy.”
The Law School, like the School of Medicine and Health
Sciences, is tabulated separately from the rest of the graduate schools and has seen an 8 percent increase in application
volume over last year.
Williams said GW’s D.C. location makes it a “unique
school” that does not always follow national trends. She
called the renewed interest in D.C. the “Obama halo effect.”
The School of Medicine and Health Sciences reported a
3.2 percent increase in admissions earlier this year. The announcement came on the heels of the news that the medical
school had been placed on academic probation by its accreditation body. 
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Benjamin Banneker Academic High School seniors, Malissa Wilkins (left) and Jasmin Cook (right), stand with their families after receiving the Trachtenburg Scholarship Thursday at Duke Ellington School of the Arts.

GW gives full rides to 9 D.C. students
Annual Trachtenberg
Scholarships worth
over $200,000 each
by Keegan Bales
Hatchet Reporter
University President Steven Knapp surprised nine D.C. public school seniors with
full-ride Stephen Joel Trachtenberg Scholarships Friday morning, an unexpected gift
for the students, many of whom would not
been able to attend college otherwise.
The scholarships, which include full tuition, room and board, books and fees, are
valued at over $200,000 each. The ceremony
was held at Duke Ellington School of the
Arts in Northwest D.C., where the students
were told they would be attending a musical event.
“It is a blessing to receive this scholarship. It means a lot to our family,” said the
father of Malissa Wilkins, one of the win-

ners. With a son already in college, he said
their family would be cash-strapped to send
another.
This year marks the 20th anniversary of
the scholarship, which has been awarded to
more than 100 students since its creation in
1989.
Recipients of the scholarships were selected through an extensive process based
on their grades, SAT scores, class rank, extracurricular activities, volunteer work, recommendations and financial need. Those
chosen students had not only succeeded
in the classroom, but displayed leadership
qualities in their schools and communities,
Knapp said.
Charles Pulliam-Moore, a scholarship recipient from Woodrow Wilson High School
who plans to major in broadcast journalism
at GW, said learning he would receive a fullride to GW left him at a loss for words. He
said he enjoys writing and plans to get involved in some of the student publications.
“There are a lot of international students
at GW, which is what D.C. is really like and
is representative of what a college experience should be like,” Pulliam-Moore said.
“Being exposed to new people, it opens

“Being a Trachtenberg Scholar
means being an ambassador for
the University and for D.C.”
CHRISTIAN WASHINGTON
TRACHTENBERG SCHOLAR
ALUMNUS

your eyes up to the world around you. The
student body at GW is so diverse. You can
learn so much about the world just by making friends with people.”
Knapp emphasized that the committee
looked for applicants who were not only
strong students, but people who would take
See SJT,
T p. 6

“

“Everyone dreaded them, but I secretly fell in love
with them.”
–Senior Melinda Pearl, explaining how a brief encounter with 1980s
aerobics videos inspired her to teach aerobics and create her own workout
show on GWTV.

Diana Kugel – Opinions Editor (dkugel@gwhatchet.com)
Justin Guiffré – Contributing Editor (jguiffre@gwhatchet.com)

Snuff out the
smoking ban

editorial
More freedom, fewer
requirements

Spiraling tuition costs. Plummeting endowment
value. Student Association turmoil. Deteriorating library. Heinous dining services. Secondhand smoke.
Which one of these is not like the other? If you guessed
secondhand smoke, you’d be right. Nevertheless, a
small but vocal contingent of students has launched a
campaign to fight the campuswide epidemic of secondhand smoke because apparently it is just as important, if
not more so, than these
other five issues.
A Hatchet article a
ALEX SHOUCAIR
few weeks ago (“StuCOLUMNIST
dents propose smoking ban,” Mar. 12)
highlighted the efforts
of a few graduate students in the School of Public Health and Health Services to severely limit the ability of students to smoke
on campus, since there is nothing more important for
this school to worry about right now. American author
Fletcher Knebel remarked that “smoking is one of the
leading causes of statistics.” It also happens to be one
of the leading causes of useless social regulation.
The effort to limit secondhand smoke is really just
a thinly veiled attempt to eradicate smoking entirely.
It is yet one more initiative in a long line of attempts
to increase the size of the “nanny state.” Not content
with allowing people to freely make their own decisions, the anti-smoking lobby has latched on to the
concept of secondhand smoke as a convenient pretext
to ostracize America’s smokers.
No one maintains that smoking is good for the
body. That’s not why people smoke. They smoke to
relax, to socialize or to try to pretend they’re some sort
of badass. Whatever their reasons, it is up to individuals whether or not they smoke.
Even if you grant that secondhand smoke is harmful to the body (something that an extensive UCLA
study published in the British Medical Journal in 2003
disputes), it is not something that school administrative

For all you sociology majors, what
would your GPA look like if you hadn’t
had to take that calculus class freshman
year? And for all you biochemistry majors, what would you give to have one
less WID class to take?
Future generations of Columbian
College of Arts and Sciences students
are about to find their general curriculum requirements plates a little less full.
The CCAS faculty voted last week to reduce the number of GCR credit hours
from 44 to 24, which would give students more flexibility than past CCAS
students ever had.
The move to reduce GCRs is long
overdue for CCAS, but at the same
time, the faculty must tread lightly in
the effort to provide a balance between
choice and structure. It is understandable that when a college awards a group
of students their degrees – which are
all worth the same amount – it wants to
be sure that the students have all had
somewhat similar educational experiences. But this may be a fairly outdated
approach.
The bottom line is that even if every student took the same classes, they
would all graduate with different experiences, simply because their professors and class dynamics would not
all be the same. The unified approach
should take a backseat to letting each
student get what they want out of their
education.
By reducing GCRs, students will
have an average of seven extra classes
to fill with subjects that they are personally motivated to pursue. Whether
it is taking more classes within majors
or enrolling in subject areas that students will probably never be exposed
to again (wheel thrown ceramics, anyone?), students will likely get more out
of those courses than they would sleeping through an astronomy class.
Still, a valid concern would be that
not giving students, especially freshmen, enough direction will result in
college careers that take longer than
four years or that don’t provide enough
substance. A possible solution could
be to make a minor or concentration a
requirement along with the standard
major. This way, students would not
be able to take classes in lieu of GCRs
that would only serve to boost GPAs,
but would still be able to follow their
own interests.
Another way to provide guidance,
especially for freshmen, is to require
students to take a dean’s seminar,
courses that have been both popular
and successful in the past. This would
guarantee an in-depth, substantial class
for each student while still allowing the
flexibility to study that which interests
each individual. Students currently use
these seminars as a way to knock out
GCRs, but in the reformed system, the
seminars could serve as a concentrated
introduction to an area of interest.
It goes without saying that if students have less classes they take because of requirements, they will need
that much more guidance from their
advisers. Advising will likely no longer be just helping students check off
GCRs, but will require advisers to actually help students figure out what
interests them. Advising improvement
needs to go hand in hand with the GCR
restructuring if the process is to go
smoothly.
Reducing GCRs has been a controversial decision, and the transition will
most likely be rocky. Still, this decision
will benefit the students in the long
run. The goal should not be uniformity,
but simply helping students make their
education into something they enjoy as
well as something that will be a valuable asset in the future.

Cartoon

Two months ago we wrote to the
editor advocating the abolishment of
the SA, and we are pleased that GW students are taking up the cause at www.
abolishthesa.com. We write to express
our support to the Web site organizers
and offer them advice.
Abolishing the SA requires a threepronged approach. The first prong is obtaining the necessary petition signatures.
The Web site is a promising start, but we
encourage the creators to identify themselves, organize supporters and take a
grassroots approach by getting signatures in classes, in dorms and through

It s for your own good

Brian Tratner

officials can or should attempt to regulate out of existence. Unless you’re a freshman or just completely lame
and decide to spend significant time outside Thurston
or Gelman, do you think that secondhand smoke is a
“crime” that the University Police Department should
utilize valuable time and resources cracking down on?
Furthermore, the idea appears to lack feasibility in that
the school may not even be able to regulate legal activity
in places like public sidewalks, given GW’s location.
Let’s be honest, this is a matter of GW’s core identity. What would we do without that girl donning Greek
letters, leggings and Uggs, yelling into her BlackBerry
while puffing away on a cigarette? That’s about as GW
as endless bureaucracy and political toolbaggery. And
let’s remember that this ban could impact all types of

smoking. Think about the next time you might want to
smoke a little hookah with a few friends on a late night
out in Kogan. Or when you want to light up a nice
cigar to celebrate another huge win by our vaunted
basketball team? Oh, wait…
GW likes to pride itself on what it perceives as a
“live and let live” mentality. This issue will put that
reputation to the test. You don’t have to be a smoker
(I am not) to be concerned with the direction a smoking ban would take this school. Why don’t we all just
spend our time worrying about the things that actually matter (like, you know, the SA). Let’s resist yet
another layer of social parenting. Let’s snuff out the
smoking ban.
–The writer is a junior majoring in Asian studies.

Protesting
Fred Phelps

S&E Complex will benefit
the highest bidders

Having grown up in Kansas, my posite side of the street from Phelps, and
home is only about an hour’s drive from by the end of Phelps’ demonstration,
homophobic and anti-American pastor they had raised about $200 per minute
Fred Phelps’ Topeka-based Westboro – a total of around $13,000.
Baptist Church, which last Monday
Last week’s counterprotest here in
picketed the White House and several D.C. had many more participants than
other targets in the D.C.
the WBC group itself,
area. The White House
and I felt proud to see
protest was a demonmany GW students
TOM BRASLAVSKY so
stration against America
out there – though more
– an “evil” and “rebelcould never hurt (the
COLUMNIST
lious” land, according
number of protestors
to the church’s Web site
here did not reach the
– and President Barack
hundreds who reportObama, whom Phelps has labeled “the edly gathered in front of my high school
Antichrist.”
in February). Countering Phelps’ hatePhelps and his church, which is ful signs were signs proclaiming, “God
mostly made up of indoctrinated family is Love” and “God Loves Everyone.”
members (nine of his children and many The crowd chanted, “We forgive you!”
of their children are active members), and “2, 4, 6, 8, God does not hate!” An
are infamous for their hateful slogan, initiative called Phelps-A-Thon, similar
“God Hates Fags.” Traveling around the to that at my high school, donated about
country, they protest at high school and $12 per minute to Gays and Lesbians
college graduations, notable speakers Opposing Violence, an organization that
and government buildings and, most works to counter all forms of hate-moticontroversially, the funerals of soldiers vated violence. According to Phelps-Akilled in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Thon organizer Chris Mason, the event
As someone from the state of Kan- raised over $550. The group plans on
sas, I absolutely deplore everything that sending a thank-you note to Phelps, tellFred Phelps and his church stand for. ing him how much money he raised for
This February, Phelps protested out- LGBT equality.
side of my high school. The WBC press
Though one initiative happened
release stated the demonstration was in D.C. and the other in Kansas, these
against our homecoming king senior reactions were constructive ways of
year, who was gay. It then quoted a bib- countering Phelps and the WBC. The
lical passage about God destroying his picket schedule on the WBC Web site
people. I remember jumping when see- says the word “hate” 41 times. By taking
ing the bold black letters that said God advantage of their hate to fund causes
hates my high school.
that promote love and positive feelings
But students at my alma mater would – helping find a cure for AIDS, preventnot let the WBC get away with such a ing hate-based violence and other such
hateful protest. They took initiative to endeavors – sensible people can show
counter the church’s demonstration: For the Westboro Baptist Church that its deevery minute that the protest took place, lusional hatred will never succeed in our
students and parents pledged a certain society.
amount of money to AIDS research. The
–The writer, a freshman majoring in interstudents gathered peacefully on the opnational affairs, is a Hatchet columnist.

When the humble and the
Faculty and departmental ofwealthy of Cologne contributed fices will invariably absorb some
to their magnificent cathedral, additional space, but the nonstuthere was little controversy over dent lab space will be allocated to
what activities would be conduct- those with externally sponsored
ed within – souls would be saved research. If one imagines a buildaccording to the guidelines of the ing awash with scientists and
Church. Such is not the case with engineers holding NIH and NSF
GW’s cathedral (“Cologne Cathe- grants, that may sound perfectly
dral on 23rd St.?” Feb. 2, p. 4), oth- reasonable, but it is important to
erwise known as the Science and remember that those grants are at
Engineering Complex (SEC).
the pinnacle of a funding pyramid,
A fall semester “vision” state- with the broad base composed of
ment on the
projects that asSEC is as innosess the impact of
cent of content
cosmetics on the
DONALD O. PARSONS
as the Univereyeballs of rabbits
sity’s beloved
and similar lowStrategic Plan
level, but ecofor Academic Excellence. As the nomically interesting activities.
Chair of the Faculty Senate SEC
Unfortunately for those who
Committee Hermann Helgert prefer the educational mission apwryly reported after one meeting, proach – with its primary focus
the only apparent consensus was on student and faculty lab space
that the scientists and engineers – at least one prominent member
should have separate doors for of the Board of Trustees, Nelson
entering the building. (Interdis- Carbonell, chair of the Board’s
ciplinary research would appar- SEC Committee, enthusiastically
ently blossom post-entry.)
embraces the “industrial park”
Make no mistake, there is a model. In his meeting with the
serious controversy underpinning Faculty Senate SEC committee, he
this blurred public vision. The bluntly opined that the Univertension is driven by the resource sity owes science and engineering
stretch required to finance the faculty only an office – lab space
building. A well-endowed uni- is for purchase. As I remarked afversity would no doubt design its ter the session to one engineer, I
primary science and engineering can imagine a set of mobile carts,
facility around the needs of stu- much like those at the Foggy Botdents and faculty for lab facilities. tom Metro stop, lined up outside
A tuition-driven university with a the doors of the SEC, with the less
modest tradition of alumni giving contract-fortunate faculty earnestmay have to stretch beyond the ly conducting their research while
obvious. The GW administration, students look on. Perhaps an
with its limited endowment and alumni fund could be developed
its taste for opulent buildings, is to provide umbrellas for students
in just such a stretch situation.
involved in mobile cart projects.
The administration’s solution
I have from time to time
is to limit severely the space al- criticized the current monolithic
located to the educational mission approach to the SEC structure
of the University and to treat the – essentially finding the largest
building as an industrial park. Ex- available space on campus and
ecutive Vice President of Academ- filling it – as unimaginative. The
ic Affairs Donald Lehman has not vision for the interior, an indushesitated to declare that lab space trial park “six blocks from the
in the new building will be allo- White House,” rises to the level of
cated on a cash basis, with GW sci- strange. One can hear the splashentists, engineers and doctors free ing of drops into little rabbits’
to compete for space. Student labs eyes and the ringing of the Uniwill be limited to one floor, appar- versity’s cash register – not the
ently the first for visibility. When excited burble of faculty and stuasked at a Senate meeting what dent conversations at a major scipercent of student labs would be ence and engineering intellectual
accommodated in the new build- center.
ing, Lehman would only concede –The writer is a professor of econom“a significant fraction.” He left ics and a member of the Faculty Senunsaid whether a significant fracate special committee on financial &
tion of student labs would not be
operational planning for the Science
accommodated.
& Engineering Complex.

Letters to the editor
How to abolish the SA
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tabling.
Second, it’s important to recognize
that students’ apathy and apprehension
are the SA’s strongest assets and a high
hurdle to abolishing it. Therefore, the
organizers should also prepare another
amendment to the SA constitution aimed
at regulating certain SA conduct to give
students an alternative.
Third, the organizers should apply to
the SA to become a recognized student
organization. This would entitle them to
SA funds and ensure the perpetuity of
their efforts (if not accomplished before
they graduate). Additionally, this student organization could serve as de fac-

to check or watchdog to expose SA misdeeds and reckless spending. Becoming
a student organization also presents a
catch-22 to the SA: Either recognize and
fund the group dedicated to abolishing
it or deny it status and censor the free
market of ideas.
We offer words of caution. In carrying out their efforts, the organizers and
their supporters should exercise deliberative judgment and not be carried away
by the impulsive passions that often embody the SA. Do not become the thing
you are working to abolish.
Eric Jesse and Michael Calantone
2006 Graduates
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Students, officials celebrate Pelham Hall renovations
Revamped dorm
will bring new
amenities to MVC
by Michelle Bradbury
Hatchet Reporter
Students, staff members and
neighbors came to the site of Pelham Hall on the Mount Vernon
Campus on Friday for the ceremonial groundbreaking of the residence hall’s renovation – which is
expected to bring a slew of amenities to the campus.
Several University officials
spoke at the “Building Rising”
event before the ceremonial concrete pouring. The residence hall
will house 287 students beginning
in fall 2010, at least 200 than before.
“Students from both campuses
will be taking advantage of the new
facilities offered here,” University

President Steven Knapp told the
crowd.
Among Pelham’s many expected amenities are a black box studio
theater, a dance studio, a recording
studio, a digital media studio, a fitness center and a dining facility.
The idea of furthering the GW
community was a common theme
for many of the speakers.
“[At Mount Vernon] students
seem less stressed, people are
friendlier, and I don’t know any
other place on campus where you
can get a cup of coffee from someone who knows your name,” said
senior Scott Crawford, president
of the Residence Hall Association’s
executive board. He added that
Pelham Hall “will allow GW to increase its ability to create this community feel.”
Cynthia Steele-Vance, a GW
trustee and former resident of Pelham Hall when it was a part of
Mount Vernon Seminary College,
reminisced about her experiences
living in the building.

Viktors Dindzans/assistant photo editor

Junior Alex Byers, metro news editor, was elected editor in chief
and successor to Eric Roper by the Hatchet staff on March 5.

Hatchet elects
Byers editor
by Alli Hoff
Hatchet Staff Writer
The Hatchet staff elected
junior Alex Byers to lead the
paper as editor in chief for
the 2009-2010 school year last
month.
Byers, The Hatchet’s metro
news editor and a former assistant sports editor, said he plans
to improve the publication’s
strong news reputation with
an increased online presence.
“The Hatchet as an organization has been a great place to
make leaps and bounds both in
news and feature coverage, but
also in online development,”
Byers said. “That’s something
that I think we’re going to be
focusing on most.”
Staff members will need to
learn how to target their stories simultaneously for print
and the Web, Byers said. Rather than considering stories first
as articles and then as interactive online material, reporters
and editors will learn to target
coverage for both print and online audiences.
“I want to make our Web
presence blow everyone else’s
out of the water,” Byers said.
“If we do that, we’re not only
going to look really good,
but we’re also going to have
a great way to provide news,
and everyone on staff is going
to learn a lot.”
The rising editor in chief
said he also looks forward to
developing the young staff.
With 16 seniors graduating,
The Hatchet will undergo a
substantial staff transition.
“It’s a little bit scary that
we’re graduating 16 seniors,
but we’ve got a whole new crop
of writers and editors with a
great passion for journalism,”
Byers said.

“The Hatchet as an
organization has
been a great place
to make leaps and
bounds, both in
news and feature
coverage, but also in
online development.”
ALEX BYERS

HATCHET EDITOR
IN CHIEF-ELECT

One of those seniors, current editor in chief Eric Roper,
said he is confident in Byers’
abilities to meet the challenges
he experienced this past year.
The editor in chief, Roper said,
must be able to manage a staff
well and identify stories that
create a powerful front page.
“It’s about knowing what
a solid news story looks like,”
he said. “I think he’ll have a
strong capacity to do that. Plus
he’ll have an experienced senior news editor and a talented
editorial staff.”
Looking ahead, Byers’ former sports editor Andrew Alberg said the Minnesota native
is more than prepared to take
on his own platform.
“He doesn’t ever stop – in
a good way,” Alberg said. “He
doesn’t really take no for an
answer. He’s willing to do the
grunt work that’s so important
to putting out a paper. He’s always willing and eager to do the
work other people won’t.” 

www.gwhatchet.com

“Students from both
campuses will be taking advantage of the
new facilities offered
[at Pelham Hall].”
STEVEN KNAPP
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT

“When I lived there it was just
called the ‘new dorm,’ ” SteeleVance said. “We had our own
rooms and the balconies, which
were a great place to stash coolers,” she added, to the amusement
of the crowd.
Following the ceremony, attendees ate ice cream out of miniature construction hats. 
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University President Steven Knapp speaks at the groundbreaking for Pelham Hall on
the Mount Vernon Campus on Friday afternoon.
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advantage of what the school and
D.C. has to offer. The University
hopes that once on campus, the
students will “embrace the school”
and become “ambassadors for the
city,” Knapp said.
Alyssa Edwards, a senior at
the School Without Walls and a
scholarship recipient, said she is
thrilled to be coming to GW in the
fall. She is interested in drawing,
architecture, math and science,
plans on majoring in engineering
and has expressed an interest in
starting a juggling club on campus.
Lauren Dietz, Edwards’ college counselor said, “Alyssa is

incredibly creative while at the
same time being incredibly logical. Those two qualities will aid
her in her studies.”
Hong-Qian Zhu, another winner from Woodrow Wilson High
School, said GW was her firstchoice school, even before she
was selected to be a Trachtenberg
Scholar. She plans on majoring in
international relations at GW.
Excited cheers and even some
tears filled the auditorium as the
recipients were announced by
master of ceremonies and Trachtenberg Scholarship alumnus
Christian Washington. Knapp
stood alongside the University's
mascot, George, as he presented
the awards, which came with
foam Colonial hats that the winners wore afterward for photographs.

News

Washington, who graduated
in 2006 and is now in his third
year at the GW Law School, said
he takes his scholarship seriously.
“Being a Trachtenberg Scholar means being an ambassador
for the University and for D.C.,”
Washington said. “The program
exposes students to a wide variety of opportunities and encourages service to the University and
the local community. This unique
opportunity has enriched my college experience and enhanced my
leadership abilities.”
D.C. City Councilman Michael Brown also addressed the
students, encouraging them to
support each other and set an
example for the younger kids in
their neighborhoods by showing
them that education is the key to
success. 
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Reggae band Lucky Dub opened for a cappella group Penn Masala at the Peace Jam Saturday
night at Lisner Auditorium.

Peace Jam rocks Lisner
Org raises
$20,000 for
African children
by Madeleine O’Connor
Hatchet Reporter
A student organization raised
$20,000 for Invisible Children
Inc. at Peace Jam ‘09, a benefit
concert featuring bands, dance
teams and spoken word artists
Saturday in Lisner Auditorium.
Ahimsa, the host of the
event, is a student organization
that promotes peace and nonviolence through the principles
of the Indian religion of Jainism.
From the word “Justice” printed
across the lead singer of Lucky
Dub’s T-shirt to poems like “The
Power is in You” by Messiah, the
theme of the night was apparent
throughout the show.
Invisible Children will use
Peace Jam proceeds to provide
full college scholarships for
youth in Uganda who are former child soldiers or prisoners.
A short movie about Invisible Children played in the

middle of the show, depicting
Ugandan children in poverty
and providing background information on the Lord’s Resistance Army, the group that is
causing the “war of madness”
in Uganda.
After the movie, emcee Jonathan Walton told the audience
that Invisible Children has raised
$250,000 in the past three years
and built a hospital in Uganda.
“You’re helping with something that’s going, and it can get
bigger and bigger,” he said.
Lucky Dub, a reggae band
composed of GW students and
alumni, opened the show with
Bob Marley’s “Get Up, Stand
Up,” and followed it with original songs “Get a Little Love”
and “Justice.”
Penn Masala, a Hindi a cappella group started at the University of Pennsylvania, was an
audience favorite. The group
performed two acts of mostly
pop songs, with one singer beginning in English and another
continuing in Hindi. The group
finished their last song, an
English and Hindi rendition of
“Turn Me On” by Kevin Little,
complete with dance moves, to
a standing ovation.

The meticulously synchronized Charles Flowers High
School step team drew murmurs of “That’s so cool” from
the audience. Toward the end
of their performance, they
stopped to put on white gloves
and turn on a black light, so that
the white glowed in the dark as
they stepped.
Walton and his fellow emcee
Messiah performed poetry between acts, focused on motivating
people to be aware of the world
around them and make changes.
The final performer, Cause,
took the stage after most of the
audience had left. Of half-Ugandan descent and hailing from
New York City, Cause opened
with his “Letter to Obama” and
had nearly the whole audience
dancing to his original hip-hop.
Other performers included
Vizion, a hip-hop dance group
from Howard University, and
Family Portrait, a rock band that
played as the audience filled
into the auditorium.
“Paying $15 for a concert
and 100 percent of the proceeds goes to a good cause is
always a fun Saturday night
activity,” said freshman Amy
Brickman. 

CDs lobby for affordability
Student loans
and tax credits
on the agenda
by Geoffrey Middleberg
Hatchet Staff Writer
With the cost of higher education rising across the country, the
GW College Democrats visited
Capitol Hill on Friday to lobby on
behalf of policies that would make
college more affordable.
Students met with representatives from the offices of the Speaker of the House, the Senate Health,
Education, Labor and Pensions
Committee and Rep. Chaka Fattah,
D-Pa. The young lobbyists were
particularly concerned with a new
policy by the Sallie Mae Foundation that requires borrowers to pay
part of the interest of their student
loan before graduation.
“This policy would either force
us as students to get a part-time
job in college or find some other
means to pay the interest,” College Democrats Communications
Director Matt Ingoglia said.

All three offices touted the accomplishments of the Democratic
majority, including increasing Pell
Grants and cutting the interest rate
in half on government-backed federal student loans.
In a meeting with staffers from
the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee, junior Laura Westman said she was
able to voice her concerns about
college affordability.
“I am lucky in that I can afford
my education and I have a bright
future ahead of me, but some of
my friends do not have that opportunity,” she said. Turning to
Brian Carter, an education fellow
with the committee, she asked,
“What can you do to help?”
Carter answered by discussing
the possibility of extending college
tax credits to students and their
families and ending bank-based
student loans in favor of government lending programs.
“Instead of the federal government giving money to private
companies to lend the money, we
want to lend the money directly to
the students ourselves,” he said.
Carter also touched on the cost
of textbooks and other expenses,
noting that recent legislation ex-

pands what students can use the
tax credit for, including textbooks
and supplies.
Tom Manatos, a youth outreach aide for House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., said he saw
opportunities to raise Pell Grants,
simplify the FAFSA process and
“try and force universities to give
more financial aid.”
He added, “There is only so
much the federal government can
do. We cannot really force states
to do things they may not want to
do.”
Ingoglia said he was pleased
with what he heard.
“The great thing about Pell
Grants is that when you give a Pell
Grant, you know you will get that
money back in talented young students,” he said.
Sophomore Melissa Gindin
said the morning of lobbying “fulfilled why I came to Washington:
to be so close to these important
leaders.”
Gindin said, “I came here today to not only lobby but to take
a stake in college affordability
because it is a lot better than just
sitting and complaining. I am taking an active role in trying to bring
change.” 
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THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

April 3, 1989
Students take part in GW
housing lottery and Mitchell
Hall was the most unpopular
choice.

April 5, 2004
GW reorganizes SMPA, eliminating the electronic media
program and expanding the
journalism program.

Brittany Levine – Life Editor (blevine@gwhatchet.com)
Miranda Green and Max McGowen – Contributing Life Editors (features@gwhatchet.com)

Few takers for art scholarships

Officials blame
it on advertising

A family
affair
Sharing kidneys
saves brothers' lives

by Marielle Mondon
Hatchet Reporter
As a high school senior applying
to the GW School of Business, Justin
Balsamo was unsure if he could incorporate his desire for dance into college
life. It wasn’t until he mentioned his
dance experience in an admissions
interview that he was told about a
scholarship available only to students
interested in the arts.
For the past 15 years, GW has offered $15,000 scholarships to incoming
freshmen based on their creative abilities, called Presidential Scholars in the
Arts. These scholarships are available
for studies in dance, music, theater and
fine arts. But recently, scholarship applications and the number of students
accepting the award have decreased
across these disciplines, leaving departments with extra money and few
students to give it to.
Balsamo, now a sophomore at
GW, said he was relieved when he
found out about the scholarship. “It’s
not easy to find the scholarship online,
but it’s fabulous. More people need to
know about it,” he said.
The year Balsamo applied, about
40 students auditioned for the four
dance scholarships. The following
year, however, none of the five dance
scholarships offered to the class of
2012 were given out and the department was forced to open the scholarships to freshmen during the first
week of class.
PSA is one of the largest scholarships offered at GW. But the applicant
pool typically pales in comparison to
that of other GW scholarships such as
the Scottish Rite Scholarship or Engineering Scholarship.
“On average, we have about 100
applicants,” said Leslie Jacobson,
program director for the department
of theater and dance. Because of the
drop in applicants last year, the department created brochures separate
from the ones created by the Office of
Admissions.

April 9,1992
Minority student applications
jumped 21 percent from the
previous year. That same year,
applications from Caucasian
students slightly declined.

by Becky Reeves
Hatchet Reporter
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Justin Balsamo, a Presidential Scholar in the Arts, demonstrates a dance pose. His $15,000 scholarship is one
of the largest GW offers.
“It seems as if the word hasn’t
been getting out as clearly,” Jacobson
said. “Typically, the admissions office
is supposed to handle these things –
our job is to educate.”
Karen Ahlquist, chair of the department of music, and Thomas
Brown, an associate professor in the
fine arts department, also described
a slight decrease in applications during the 2007-2008 year. Both said they
have seen a slight increase in applicants in the incoming class.
Some students interviewed by The
Hatchet said they think the lack of advertising for the scholarship reflects a
school that prizes other subjects over
the arts. This lack of art awareness
could deter prospective PSA applicants from studying at GW, despite a

substantial scholarship, current scholarship recipients said.
Admission to the PSA program
requires applicants to submit an extra essay concerning their interest in
their creative field and attendance at
the PSA weekend, which is held each
February.
During PSA weekend, applicants
undergo interviews with their department’s professors and speak with current PSA students about the program.
Applicants for music, theater and
dance undergo an audition process as
well.
“I was required to perform one
song in a foreign language, two classical pieces and one contemporary
song,” said senior Douglass Cartwright, a PSA in music.

Jacobson said the program is designed to facilitate exploration. “Most
of us who teach here at GW embrace
the idea that at 17 a student may not
know what they’re good at yet or
what they’re interested in,” she said.
“This enables you to make discoveries
of what’s inside yourself and what’s
out there in the world.”
But this flexibility, though helpful
to many, could be another reason for a
small applicant pool.
“The PSA scholarship offers a
unique opportunity to be involved in
the arts in a nonconservatory setting.
This isn’t appealing to everybody,”
said senior theater PSA Kiernan
McGowan. “It’s a very specific situation, which may not be what some
people are looking for.” 

Women's studies professor takes revenge
New book combats stereotypes about her field
by Whitney Hensler
Hatchet Reporter
Some have called them “feminazis” or
suggested they are not real scholars. But these
false impressions only inspired Bonnie Morris
to tell what women’s studies professors have
to offer academia.
Morris, a GW women’s studies professor,
recently published “Revenge of the Women’s
Studies Professor” to combat the myths surrounding the discipline. Formed around 10
of the “juiciest” moments Morris has experienced while teaching, the book is based on a
play of the same name that Morris has performed at universities in the United States
and around the world.
In her latest work, Morris offers a humorous exploration of the misconceptions about
women’s studies courses, the professors who
teach them and why some students are afraid
of taking them.
The inspiration to write the book came as
Morris took her one-woman play around the
globe, she said. When it came to the negative
image that surrounds women’s studies, she
found that it was a small world.
“There are a lot of stereotypes. I learned
this was a global suspicion – every country
feels the same,” Morris said. “I hope that the
book will make people see that there is no
need to be afraid of taking a women’s studies
class.”
For Morris, who grew up when women’s

studies programs did not exist, becoming
a scholar of the female experience was always a serious ambition. In the 1970s when
the second wave of feminism began to grip
the country, Morris soon realized she could
teach the history her own education skipped
over.
“My adolescence took place during the
1970s, and it became clear to me that women’s
studies was a real major,” she said.
After earning her Ph.D. in women’s studies from SUNY Binghamton, she went on to
publish eight books, including her most recent. But she said she did not write her newest work solely to advance her own career.
Her motive was also personal: to take women’s experiences back to women.
“The play got audiences to open up about
why women are belittled for wanting to know
more about their own history,” Morris said.
“After 15 years of this I decided to write a
book about what I learned on the road.”
Despite the book’s title, Morris said she
had no vengeful motives behind writing it.
Instead, she hopes that the book will give
people a glimpse into how it feels to teach
an underappreciated subject. As for revenge,
Morris may have already gotten hers.
“You deal with a lot of insults, sarcasm
and inappropriate remarks – people don’t see
it as a ‘real’ class,” she said. “In this climate of
disrespect you, you have to have a good sense
of humor … This was my revenge against
people who suggest these things.”
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Professor Bonnie Morris combats women's studies
stereotypes in her new book called "Revenge of the
Women's Studies Professor."
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Working and studying at GW is
not the only thing shared by sophomore Brian Barbera’s family. They
also share kidneys.
A few months ago, Barbera discovered his kidneys were failing and
that a transplant would be necessary.
He has Alport Syndrome, a genetic
disorder that leads to kidney failure in
early adulthood.
His older brother, Andrew, who
graduated from GW in December
with a degree in psychology, was a
match and donated his kidney to Brian during winter break.
Brian’s oldest brother, Christopher, also has Alport Syndrome.
When Christopher needed a
kidney transplant, their father, Dr.
Joseph Barbera, was the donor. Christopher serves as a University Police
Department officer, and his father is
an associate professor of engineering
management and co-directs GW’s
Institute for Crisis Disaster and Risk
Management.
When it came time for Brian’s operation, Joseph said he felt lucky that
there was another able donor within
their immediate family.
“We were very fortunate to be able
to do it that way,” he said. “We didn’t
have to deal with the dialysis and the
long wait for a donation from a diseased person or anything like that.”
For Andrew, the decision to give
one of his kidneys to his younger
brother was not a hard one, he said.
“I never really had any reservations about it,” Andrew said. “He’s
my brother, so I figured I’d probably
be the best match for tissue and blood
and everything.”
Brian was diagnosed with Alport
Syndrome when he was born. In addition to kidney failure, the disease is
known to cause hearing loss, and Brian has had to wear hearing aids since
the first grade.
The disease also causes rapid fatigue, which increases the strain of
physical activities. Despite the obstacles his physical condition presented,
Brian excelled as an athlete. In high
school, he ran varsity track and played
varsity lacrosse and soccer. Despite the
curve balls it threw at him, his condition was never a hindrance to his passion for sports.
“It was difficult, but it’s something
you have to deal with,” Brian said.
College presented a new set of
obstacles, and the fast pace of GW life
was especially challenging. Keen on
continuing his involvement in sports,
Brian tried out for the GW men’s club
soccer team during his freshman year,
but an injury forced him to drop out
of the tryouts. Fitting doctor appointments into his college schedule was
also a challenge.
“Missing some classes for doctor appointments really takes it toll,”
Brian said.
Joseph said the support the family
has received from administrators and
the greater GW community has been
tremendous. When news of the operation reached his colleagues, several
offered to substitute for any classes he
would have to miss. University President Steven Knapp wrote the Barberas
a letter expressing his support for the
family.
“As a whole I think every part of
GW we touched through this process
was very supportive,” Dr. Barbera
said.
Brian said he felt surprised by
how accommodating the school was
to his situation.
“It was actually a lot easier than I
thought it was going to be to get everything done,” he said. “Everyone
was pretty supportive, which is rare
at big colleges.”
A few months after their operation, both Andrew and Brian are in
good condition. Brian described the
marked difference the transplant has
made.
“I feel a lot better than I used to
already,” he explained. “Before I had
the surgery I didn’t feel good at all, because you have all these toxins in your
blood that your kidney is not filtering
out.”
Because of the intensity of the operation and longevity of the recovery
process, Brian is currently withdrawn
from classes for the spring semester.
However, he plans on taking courses
this summer to catch up on schoolwork. Come next fall, he said he is
planning to tryout for the men’s club
soccer team again.
Joseph expressed pride in how his
family has been able to get through
this together.
“I look at all three of my sons as
heroes the way they’ve done this and
my wife who took care of everything,”
he said. “So overall it’s a very positive
feeling that we’ve come out of this
with everyone feeling well.” 
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Swinging into the circus
by Neerali Patel
Hatchet Reporter
Alumna Shana Kennedy used to
ride a unicycle around campus as a
freshman majoring in international affairs. And after graduating in 1998, she
dropped politics and swung into the
world of circus arts.
Now Kennedy runs a circus performing arts school in Philadelphia,
which she founded last year. She teaches trapeze and high-wire acts as well as
a children’s circus class that focuses on
gymnastics and strength conditioning.
“As a student at GW, my greatest
struggle was in establishing my identity,” she said. “Was I an academic? A
linguist? Or was I really going to be a
circus person?”
By sophomore year, Kennedy took
a year off to enroll in Circomedia, a
drama school for circus performers in
Bristol, England.
“It’s not just about animals and firebreathing and clowns,” she said. “The
first struggles I faced in circus arts were
about training. You continually hit walls
of frustration and have to push through
them. You hit points of fear and insecurity and doubt and press onward.”
Although common perceptions of
circus performance focus on animal
acts, Kennedy focused more on acrobatics. She juggled and performed tightwire and trapeze acts.
She returned to the United States a
year later, but her passion for circus arts
didn’t fade. After graduating from GW,

she took several years off before deciding to try schooling again. She took
classes in business strategy and planning at the Wharton School of Business
at the University of Pennsylvania. Business classes taught her that “no matter
how much you love something, it has to
be a viable business model.”
Kennedy's experience at Wharton
influenced her decision to turn her love
for circus arts into a business. Philadelphia School of Circus Arts is now one
of only four such schools in the United
States.
A 3,000-foot former bowling alley
with high ceilings and picture windows makes up the school grounds. In
one of the main rooms, an observation
deck hovers above the bamboo flooring
at eye-level with the trapeze wire. Students use the deck to watch each other
perform on the high wire and learn new
techniques.
The school is open to all age levels,
and students from as far away as Baltimore and Princeton, N.J., travel into
Philadelphia to take classes there.
Yet Kennedy admits that success
was accompanied by struggle.
“There were the struggles trying
to succeed as a performer, the bumpy
road learning about the entertainment
industry … I worked to find the balance
of being an artist, a marketing business
person, a comedian, an athlete – all the
things you need – and still had to face
the financial challenges of never knowing where the next paycheck was coming from.”

Alumna founds unique circus arts school

Courtesy Shana Kennedy

Alumna Shana Kennedy
performs rope acrobatics (above). Students
practice at Kennedy's
circus arts school in
Philadelphia (right).

These days, Kennedy says the school
is flourishing with 17 teachers and 250
students.
“The majority is just regular, aver-

What's it like to be...

?

An Aerobics Instructor

GWTV star Melinda Pearl tells her story
by Kelly Bailiff
Hatchet Reporter
Most people see only novelty in 1980s aerobics videos. But in high school, senior Melinda Pearl saw an opportunity.
Pearl, who now hosts a televised workout
show on GWTV, first encountered the videos
when a high school cross-country coach cancelled practice because of the weather and
instead had her and the team exercise to the
tapes.
“Everyone dreaded them, but I secretly
fell in love with them,” she said.

Although Pearl fits the persona of a typical aerobics instructor –healthy, fit, energetic,
outgoing and motivational – she said she isn’t
“crazy healthy.” In other words, she is not
strict about her diet and wears clothes that
aren’t spandex and aerobic tops.
“I think it’s incredibly important for people to see that yes, I am an aerobics instructor
and I am passionate about health and fitness,
but I’m healthy and smart about it. It’s not my
whole life, I’m not an exercise addict,” said
Pearl.
But it may seem otherwise when students
walk into the School of Media and Public Af-

age students, but there are some who
are training to be professionals,” she
said.
Kennedy said she still abides by the

fairs building and see her doing pushups on
TV. Her show, which is taped in her dorm
room, is almost always playing on one of the
six TVs in the lobby.
“I actually think it’s just pretty funny
knowing people see me on TV when they
walk into the Media and Public Affairs building; sometimes I even laugh at myself,” said
Pearl, a senior. “I’m excited knowing that people can walk in and see something that will
put a smile on their face.”
Pearl’s show started when she and thenGWTV producer Matt Saunders met on an
Israel Birthright trip. When they returned,
Saunders and Pearl decided to do a dormroom accessible workout show.
“My most vivid memory is sweating so
much because there were so many bright
lights on me in such a small space,” she said
about one of the first tapings.
Other students often accompany Pearl on
the show, now called “MelindAerobics.” Most
students that appear on her show are volunteers.
“I did not recruit these students. They contacted me. GWTV started receiving fan mail
from students saying that they wanted to be
on the show,” she said. “So we started this

same manifesto that once inspired her
to explore circus arts when at GW. Her
advice to GW students: “Find what you
love to do and make it work.” 

new thing where now we go to people’s dorm
rooms and give them a workout!”
Pearl’s ultimate goal is to take MelindAerobics to the next level. She wants to make
workout DVDs and continue teaching classes.
She is majoring in journalism, with a focus in
broadcasting and minoring in genetics.
Some of Pearl’s students even become her
good friends. Her current roommate, Sarah,
was once her aerobics student. Pearl recalls
teaching her first class at the Lerner Health
and Wellness Center on campus. Pearl taught
classes at the Wellness Center before she began her MelindAerobics show.
“It was during the summer, so only two
people showed up, but I was still nervous,”
she said.
Although this is her seventh semester
of teaching, she still gets anxious when she
walks into a classroom.
“When I walk into a room full of students
eager to take my class, I feel so energized
and so excited. I have such a passion for fitness and making people feel well,” she said.
“Sometimes I’m having the worst day, but I
leave it at the door because my priority when
I walk into the room is to give people a great,
fun and effective workout.” 
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SPEAKERS
from p. A1
to compete with Commencement, but rather to serve as an
adjunct to provide an opportunity to give individual recognition and celebrate the accomplishments of every graduate,"
he wrote in an e-mail.
The ceremonies for the individual schools and colleges
take place in the few days before the University-wide Commencement on May 17.
Former U.S. Solicitor General and GW adjunct professor
Gregory Garre will speak to the
Law School. The Solicitor General represents the government
in Supreme Court cases.
“It will be my pleasure to
introduce Professor Garre at
our diploma ceremony and it
will be our honor to hear about
his exceptional career and the
importance of the legal education our graduates will have
just completed,” Law School
Dean Frederick Lawrence said.
One of several alumni returning for the ceremonies, Bill
Westenhofer – who graduated
in 1995 with a degree in computer sciences – will speak to
students in the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences.
Westenhofer won an Academy Award last year for his
work on the visual effects in
the film “The Golden Compass.” He also worked on other
films including “Elf” and “Men
in Black II.”
“Graduation is a time when
our students are especially
looking ahead to their careers
and thinking about the possibilities that they may have,” SEAS
Dean David Dolling said. “Bill
Westenhofer is a SEAS alumnus who has excelled in the career he has chosen for himself,
and he represents a wonderful
example of what our students
can achieve with the education
they’ve received here.”
The Elliott School of International Affairs announced last
week that NATO Ambassador
and GW alumnus Kurt Volker
will be their ceremony’s speaker.
Volker graduated from the
Elliott School in 1987 and was
appointed this fall to be the
U.S. representative to NATO.
Students in the School of
Medicine and Health Sciences will hear an address from
world-renowned doctor William Devries at their ceremony.
Devries was the first surgeon
to perform a successful perma-

SAMMY
from p. A1
fraternity since his freshman
year, said the organization is
plagued by a bad reputation.
“We don’t do anything that

Confirmed Speakers:
p
Law School: Gregory
Garre, former U.S.
solicitor general
ESIA: Kurt Volker,
U.S. ambassador to
NATO
SEAS: Bill Westenhofer, Oscar-winning
visual effects artist
SMHS: William
Devries, renowned
surgeon
CCAS: Dean,
students and faculty
SPHHS: Roslyn
Brock, vice chairman
of NAACP board
nent artificial heart implantation.
Devries also teaches parttime at the SMHS, according
the school’s Web site.
Roslyn Brock, vice chairman of the National Board
of Directors for NAACP, will
be the keynote speaker at the
School of Public Health and
Health Services.
Brock was the first woman
and the youngest chairman
ever elected to the position,
which she has held since 2001.
The speaker for the School
of Business graduate ceremony was not available as of
press time. The speaker for the
School of Business undergraduate ceremony has not yet been
confirmed.
The School of Media and
Public Affairs and the Trachtenberg School of Public
Policy and Public Administration will not have individual
speakers. Instead, they will attend the Columbian College’s
ceremony.
The College of Professional Studies and the Graduate
School of Education and Human Development did not have
the names of their speakers
available as of press time. 
any other fraternity doesn’t do,”
Friedman said. “We’re not this
nefarious, evil organization.”
Greg Marx, sophomore and
exchequer of the fraternity, added, “A lot of the negative feelings toward us is just because of
the rumors associated with our
name.” 
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Alumni discuss female leadership
Panelists inspired
by D.C. school
chancellor Rhee
by Lauren Hoenemeyer
Hatchet Staff Writer
At the annual Women’s
Leadership Conference on the
Mount Vernon campus on Friday, three GW alumni discussed
their successes as women during
a panel called “Stepping Up for
Change: Personal Stories."
The panel consisted of Theresea “Memphis” Holland, principal at Holland Development
Group, Cynthia Frye Wilson,
former mayor of Granbury, Texas, and Gillian McHale, a secondary school teacher for Teach
for America in New Orleans.
The panel was the final gathering of the day-long conference

in celebration of women’s leadership where president-elect of the
GW Alumni Association Laura
Taddeucci Downs moderated.
The keystone of the day’s
events was chancellor of D.C.
Public Schools Michelle Rhee’s
visit to the conference earlier in
the day.
The panelists discussed how
Rhee inspired them to “step up”
in their daily lives.
McHale talked about Rhee’s
influence on her as a role model.
“She is teaching herself in
this city to save our children,”
she said.
Like McHale, Rhee was also
involved in Teach for America.
“Seeing her speak is like seeing
Michael Jackson to me,” McHale
said. “She teaches all of us that
we can’t make excuses for ourselves.”
McHale described her own
experiences being in New Orleans post-Hurricane Katrina.
“As far as women and lead-

ership goes, the kids that I teach
never had someone who believed that they could do anything. Some of them don’t have
parents and some are years behind in school. It’s easy to say,
why should I be able to make a
difference,” McHale said.
She added, “This is when
you decide whether or not to be
a leader.”
“Michelle discussed how
annoyed you can get with the
school district but at the end of
the day, you need to get down
to business and be your best as
a woman,” McHale said. The
women spoke about challenges
they have faced in male-dominated workplaces.
As a single mother with three
children, Wilson gave advice to
the women in the audience on
how to overcome obstacles. She
said, “Sometimes we just have
to work harder.”
Holland agreed, “You have
to have the hunger to succeed.”

Wilson told the audience
how GW influenced her to grow
as a person. “I found my voice
here,” she said.
McHale also commented
about GW’s role in her life.
“When I co-founded the Daily Colonial Web site at GW, I
learned a lot about the process
of taking nothing and making it
into something.”
The panel discussed the essential role of mentors in a woman’s life. “There are women I’ve
met, young women that I want
to inspire, and take my wisdom
and experience to the next generation,” Holland said.
Jennifer Solt, the associate
director for Mount Vernon Campus Life, summed up the event
with words inspired by Rhee’s
speech.
“There is no impossible task
if you are willing to take the
chance.” Solt said. “No moment
is better than this one to step up
for change.” 
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GCR
from p. A1
“There was widespread
sympathy for such a requirement,” Berman said. “The
expectation is that many students will be able to pass out
of the requirement by taking
an exam.”
Berman said that he was
opposed to the reduction of
GCRs to 24 credit hours and
argued that 30 credit hours
would be more appropriate.
“The sentiment was, including my own opinion, that
24 really wasn’t quite enough

to get into the requirements
and the different stuff that
people should have,” he said.
He noted that sciences take a
particularly long time to understand.
“I was in favor of reducing the GCRs, but not as proposed,” said Diana Lipscomb,
chair of the department of biological sciences. “It was about
reducing them without decreasing the skills and knowledge we want [students] to
have.”
After reviewing the curriculum for a year, faculty members debated what purpose
GCRs should serve.
Professor of economics
Joe Cordes said the debate

was split between people who
wanted to decrease the requirements while giving students a
common unifying experience,
and people who wanted to
teach particular skills in particular ways.
The goal of the new proposal is to create a safety net
for students to make sure they
do not graduate with a GW degree lacking a particular skill
set.
“If the advising system
were really good, you probably wouldn’t need any requirements. But we all know
that doesn’t always happen,”
Berman said. 
–Alex Byers contributed to this
report.

Francis headlines green concert
by Becky Reeves
Hatchet Reporter
Pete Francis, singer and
songwriter of the rock band
Dispatch, helped students
kick off Earth Month at Sunday night’s environmentally
themed concert, “Reduce, ReUse, Rock Out,” in the Marvin
Center ’s Hippodrome.
Francis and acoustic folk
band Barefoot Truth performed
songs from their recently released collaborative album,
“Wake the Mountain.” The
group is currently touring together to promote the album.
Admission was free for
students, but concert organizers asked attendees to donate
recyclable items.
Green GW, the Revolution
Green living and learning cohort and Students for Sustainability joined forces to host the
event.
Sarah Yardley, a sophomore
and member of Revolution
Green who helped organize
the concert, said the event was
meant to promote green issues
in a way that was appealing to
students.
“Being green is as easy as
recycling,” Yardley said. “And
I think that making a concert
out of recycling couldn’t be

any more fun.”
In addition, she said bringing the other on-campus environmental groups on board
with the event served a more
internal purpose.
“There’s a lot of different
green student groups at GW
and they’re always telling you
to do this and that and it’s not
at all connected,” said Yardley.
“So this is a way for the green
student groups to come together and be one cohesive unit.”
Taylor Carson, a musician
based out of Arlington, Va.,
opened for the headliners with
an acoustic guitar and vocal
performance.
By the time Francis and
Barefoot Truth hit the stage,
the Hippodrome was swarming with students. A large part
of the audience sat on the floor
in front of the stage, while the
rest lounged in sofa chairs behind them.
Fans clapped and cheered
at the start of each new song
they recognized. When the
ensemble performed the more
uptempo songs like “Broken
Road” and “Go Ridin',” students got on their feet and
danced to the music. By the
group’s final number of the
night, the entire dance floor
was filled with students danc-

ing only inches from the performers.
Will Evans, drummer for
Barefoot Truth, said they were
happy to perform for the intimate yet enthusiastic crowd.
“It’s a beautiful day to perform and it’s a cool event,”
he said. “So that’s something
we’re into.”
Seth Sprinkle, a sophomore and director of policy for
Green GW, said he hopes the
excitement about the concert
will lend longevity to the issues that green student organizations are trying raise awareness about.
“It’s cool to go green right
now,” he said. “But I’m hoping
that this is now the time when
it’s going to take root at GW in
a big way.”
Ultimately, he said, the
event was an ideal way to rally
students around Earth Month.
“It’s great just because I feel
like especially at GW sometimes you have a hard time
mobilizing people behind a
cause,” he said. “Any time that
you can really kick it off, run
with and get sponsors behind
it and really get the school invested, it makes it much easier
to get the student body behind
the cause.” 
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www.gwmarketplace.com
Kieran Wilde, Classified
Manager
Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
GW Hatchet classifieds are now The
GW Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are
available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for
online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first
25 words, and $.30 per word
beyond that.
All classifieds should be placed
online. If you cannot access the
internet, ads may be placed via
email, fax or in person at our office.
An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa,
Mastercard, American Express and
Discover, as well as cash and check
through our office.
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Internship/Paid
Wanted: aggressive,
outgoing, go-getter to
work with senior vicepresident at Wachovia
Securiteis, now
Wells Fargo. Call Bill
Flannigan, Senior Vice
President. 301 9610131.

SERVICES

30% Off Waxing &
Facials weekdays at
The Elephant & Castle
Qi Spa (Services: masPub and Restaurant is
opening its doors to GW sages, facials, waxing,
nails. Spa package and
at the corner of 19th
gift certificates avail& I St. We are looking
able). 3106 M St, NW,
for Servers, Hosts and
DC. 202-333-6344.
Bartenders.
Please reply to gmeyest@elephantcastle.com Make under $40,000?
Get your taxes done
or call 202-296-2575
free

30 Alert to danger
31 Martial arts actor
Lee
32 Asian New Year
33 Draped Delhi
dress
34 Start a Web
session
35 Poet Gelett
Burgess wrote
that he never
saw one
38 Bitterly pungent
41 Gentle rise and
fall of the voice
42 Ghost’s cry
45 Plodding
journeys
46 Emperor who
fiddled around?
47 Like the models
in a swimsuit
issue
48 Pie à la ___
49 Patients, to
doctors
50 What you might
catch a tiger by,
in a saying
51 Pull out

53 Antelope with a
hump and
twisted horns
55 “How was ___
know?”
56 Lewis Carroll
character who’s
late
60 Politico ___ Paul
61 Belly button
62 Public square
63 Unspecified
amount
64 Take furtively
65 Rocker Bob with
the Silver Bullet
Band

Down
1 Parapsychology
subject, briefly
2 Perfect example
3 Go wild
4 Annoying
5 Jock’s channel
6 Number of sides
in a decagon
7 Squealer
8 Rubbish holder
9 Fort ___, Fla.
10 Cut, as
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
expenses
11 Edgar Allan Poe
J E OB KE E R T P L S I HE AD D B TA AJ SA S 2
story, with “The”
ED VO I N L O R L O CR AC PA I E RX I E PC A 2
12
Its
brands
WG AA RR E B A AGN E A BR AT G A UL RE AE L 2
include Frito-Lay
I L T I A V L I I N AG NQ I U CA ER T EE CR CS E
and Tropicana
N E G EOM T O I A T ES SO I R E E S 2
13 Commercials
BG UR RE NW I N G Q U E TS AT I I LO ON R
18 Combat with
A T E AE T L E L CU T S RT I Y C BL LX UI E
fighter-bombers
2
TG EA A L M OB NO L A E T AS V ES E SE TK P 22 Symbol by the
CA RL I E C E GR U A I S NE N ES SA SN Y O
phrase “You are
2
here”
HS OL MA E L COOMM I N G Q U EE SE SN A
R E P LOO U E L I ZA AF BC E T H I 23 Chicago’s winter
hrs.
SA T Y RE I S N G RQ UU L A ER MT AE KT ES R S
TN WO I D X E H AU XR I L SS O FP ER VE I Z L 25 O.K. Corral
gunslinger
LG OO CU I T A T A O L UT TO
TA RU I R KA E
26 Decorative
OE DP OP R S M E Y RS MO AN
AN SE EA EP D
gratings
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Can you complete this
week's Sudoku?
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60
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65

58

59

Puzzle by Lynn Lempel

28 One of 100 on
the Hill: Abbr.
31 Ink stain
33 Soapy froth
35 Cheapskate
36 Yeats’s
homeland
37 Ninth-inning
relief pitcher
38 Source of PIN
money?

Students, faculty and staff, place
your ad online today for free at
www.GWMarketplace.com.
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by the Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance program. Ask for VITA
at the Marvin Center
on 21st & H St. NW.
Open Tuesdays and
Thursdays from
5:00PM-8:00PM
and Saturdays from
10:00AM-1:00PM
through April 15.
Important: please bring
a social security card
for you and all dependents.

Lifeguards, Pool
Operators, Supervisors,
Lifeguard Instructor, FT/
PT, summer and indoor
positions, competitive
pay, free training, must
be able to swim, VA:
703-421-5595, MD:
301-210-4200 ext. 114.

JOBS

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 Spooky
6 Walk with heavy
steps
11 College
transcript no.
14 What a cowboy
may use while
saying
“Giddyup!”
15 Course to
breeze through
16 Brit. resource for
wordsmiths
17 Inspector
Clouseau movie,
with “The”
19 Hi-fi supply
20 “If I Had a
Hammer” singer
Lopez
21 Rye and whole
wheat
23 Invent, as a
phrase
24 TV host Philbin
27 Stats for
sluggers
29 Air that makes
you go [cough,
cough]

B5

39 Salad cube
40 John Steinbeck
book, with “The”
42 Hacky Sack,
basically
43 Form rust, say
44 Popeye’s Olive
___
46 Indigenous
47 Sty : hogs :: ___
: horses

49 George M. who
composed “Over
There”
52 Holds the title to
54 Swimmers’
distances
55 Money for the
senior yrs.
57 Afternoon social
58 Antlered animal
59 Black goo

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit
card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Alex Ellis/photo editor

GW head coach Kim Staehle, lower right, comforts junior Amanda Gabriel during a pitching change
Sunday. The Colonials lost both games to Saint Joseph's to fall to 2-6 in conference play.

Varsity Roundup
Baseball
GW's baseball team ran its winning streak to five games Sunday,
sweeping a doubleheader at St. Bonaventure 9-2, 8-4. The
Colonials (16-14, 5-3 Atlantic 10) were led on offense by
the bat of sophomore centerfielder Brandon Kelliher, who
homered twice in the first game and drove in a total of six
runs on the afternoon. Also in game one, senior Pat Lehman allowed just one earned run in eight innings of work to improve to 4-1
on the season.
Women's lacrosse
The Colonials split a pair of road contests over the weekend, beating
Temple 9-4 Friday and falling 18-5 at Massachusetts Sunday to end their season-best three-game winning streak.
Freshman Sarah Phillips sparked GW (4-9, 3-1 A-10) to
victory over Temple with a pair of goals and trio of assists
before scoring three more times in Sunday's loss.
Women's water polo
The regular season ended on a disappointing note for GW's women's
water polo team as they dropped games to both Bucknell and Indiana
Saturday by scores of 13-9 and 12-6, respectively. The
Colonials (5-20, 0-6 CWPA Southern Division) will take on
top-seeded Maryland in College Park, Md. on April 18 in
the first-round CWPA Southern Division Championship.

Softball swept in doubleheader
by Louis Nelson
Hatchet Staff Writer
For the Hawks of Saint Joseph’s, the two games of
their doubleheader Sunday afternoon against the GW
softball team could not have seemed more different. Unfortunately for the Colonials, both games ended the same
way, with GW falling 10-1 and 1-0, respectively.
GW (11-22, 2-6 Atlantic 10) struggled both offensively
and defensively in the top half of the twin bill. Junior
Amanda Gabriel started the first game for the Colonials,
surrendering five runs on six hits in three innings of work.
Gabriel was relieved by freshman Heidi Penna who also
struggled in the first game, giving up five runs on five
hits through the remaining two innings.
Game one ended by slaughter rule after five innings
when the Colonials failed to keep the Hawks' lead to
eight. GW threatened to extend the game in the bottom
of the fifth, loading the bases and tallying its only run of
the game, but Hawks pitcher Sarah Falk forced Colonial
freshman Krissy Mackiewicz into an inning- and gameending double play, closing the book on the first contest.
“Defensively, we were not as sharp as we needed to
be,” GW head coach Kim Staehle of her team’s performance in the first of its two losses. “We were not sharp;
we were very flat.”
GW’s pitching and defense looked much better in the

second game. Penna, who struggled in her first outing of
the day, started the second game and pitched well, going all seven innings while allowing only one run on four
hits.
The Colonials again struggled from the plate, however, managing only one hit against the Hawks' Dani
Gonzales, who threw a complete game after pitching four
frames in the first game. Gonzales was so dominant in
game two that GW failed to advance a runner past first
base all game.
“The defense was really hot during the second game,
so that made a big difference for the whole team,” Penna said of her performance. “I just pitched like I always
do.”
Staehle said she was impressed with Penna’s rebound
performance, even in the losing effort.
“I thought she stayed very composed, went out there
and stayed ahead of her batters, which is something that
we’ve really asked,” Staehle said. “I thought she did an
outstanding job. We just didn’t help her offensively.”
To say the Colonials were fatigued coming into Sunday’s games would likely be an understatement. Sunday’s games marked GW’s third and fourth of the weekend. GW split a two-game series against Temple Friday
and Saturday, winning 2-1 Friday in 14 innings before
losing to the Owls 2-1 Saturday.
“Today we were, you know, a little tired,” Staehle
said. “Not ready.” 

